A Once In A Lifetime Opportunity
LMC Gold Medal is the most phenomenal Simbrah bull
we have ever seen. Having been raised in the commercial
business provided us with the basics of producing no nonsense,
easy keeping, functional, moderate and gentle cattle with plenty
of muscle and structural soundness. Our bull philosophy is to breed
bulls with BUTTS, GUTS & NUTS. He is all of the above. Add the fact
that his API index is in the top 2% of the breed and that he won the 2013
National Championship at 11 mos. of age as did his world renown dam and you
can appreciate why we are so proud of Gold Medal. He weighs 1940 lbs at 18
months and is a frame 7 bull. That is a lot of bull !!
We are also proud of the fact that 19 of the 20 past International Grand and
Reserve Champion Simbrah bulls have been bred by us or our clients having at least
one LMC parent. Gold Medal’s sire, LMC Rhino was the 2011 International
Champion and his sire LM Full House was the 2004 Champion. We want
to THANK Britt Larson and Jay Anderson for investing in two $3,500
breeding shares at the LMC $ellabration Sale II. We will be selling more
breeding shares private treaty after $ellabration III. Gold Medal will assist
you in breeding your share of the best in Simbrah !!
LMC WFC Dream Girl is the engine that has raised the bar for the Simbrah
breed. Every cowman that has seen her loves her. In our opinion she is the best
Simbrah ever made. She won it all and now her progeny are winning. She is the
result of mating the best of two of the most progressive breeding programs in
Simbrah history – Smith Genetics (Smith Nu Wave II) and La Muñeca Cattle
Co’s. (LMC Miss Diva) Dream Girl is averaging over $15,000 on her calves with her last
litter of three calves (all pictured) generating $63,000 in revenue at an average of 8 mos. of
age with the best yet to come. We are expecting PB Simbrah ET calves from her next spring by
LMC Rhino, LMC Arcadio, 6GLMC Rajin Cajun and 6GLMC Pappadeaux, 3/4 x 1/4 Simbrahs
by WS Beef Maker & Mr. NLC Upgrade and some LMC LF Ambassador 3/8 x 5/8 most of which
will be heifers. These will be some of the highlight lots at LMC $ellabration III.
In an effort to share this great female and provide progressive breeders with A
ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY we are selling three flushes private treaty
for $25,000 each with a minimum guarantee of 6 embryos per flush. She is the one
that can help you prove your bull of any breed. She is averaging 42.5 oocytes and 13.7
embryos per aspiration with both her embryos per oocytes and pregnancies per embryos
ratios above average.The buyer keeps all of the flush plus you can use more than one bull in one
flush. It makes both genetic and economic sense !!

Dream Girl Team
6G Ranch
361-772-0188

BETM Ranch
956-607-1515

LMC Redream is the top selling heifer from the
LMC $ellabration Sale II selling for $41,000 to
Dawson Raub. She is a full sib to Gold Medal & the
MAS Champion Daydream. She won Reserve Calf
Champion at MAS & is totally awesome. These
two heifers are going to make major league donors
& are great Ambassadors for Simbrah.

Louie Flores
956-457-0205

La Muñeca

956-802-1641
lamunecacattle@aol.com

LMC Daydream is the 2013 MAS Champion that
sold for $15,000 and is owned by Micah Perkin
and Will Scogin. LMC juniors have won 8 of the
8 MAS Grands and 6 of the 8 Reserves winning
88% of the championship premiums. At Synergy
our LMC Juniors have won 4 of 5 Grands and 4 of
5 Reserves for a 80% championship percentage.

